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Wigda06 programs are distributed by USDA ARS Southwest Watershed Research Center, Tucson, Arizona (SWRC). http://www.tucson.ars.ag.gov

Wigda06 is actually two programs: Wigda06.Editor and Wigda06.Viewer. Wigda06.Viewer is freely available, Wigda06.Editor is not.  Distribution of the Editor is limited to the SWRC, which maintains and distributes the database as is the only entity authorized to modify the data.


PREREQUISITES

You must have Administrative privileges on your computer to install Wigda06.Viewer.

Wigda06 programs are designed to run on Windows XP SP2 or higher.  

Wigda06 programs require Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 in order to run.  Most Windows XP installations already have .NET Framework 2.0 installed, as it is one of the updates provided automatically by Microsoft.  If yours does not, the installation program will tell you that and give you the opportunity to install the Framework from the internet. See .NET FRAMEWORK 2.0 INSTALLATION 
below for more information.

The .NET Framework 2.0 requires that Windows XP have SP2 installed.  If you do not have it installed, you should install it before running the installation.


PROGRAM INSTALLATION

To install either program, open the chosen installation folder on the CD, or the folder to which you downloaded the installation files, and double-click setup.exe.  Installation is through the standard windows install program. 

Both programs are designed to be installed and run from the local hard disk on the computer where the installation takes place.  They usually cannot be installed on a network and run from a workstation computer.  This is because of the CODE SECURITY ISSUE described below.  A computer administrator can work around this issue by changing the security settings on the workstation, but would also have to make changes to allow the user to access the help file on the network, because of the HELP FILE ISSUE described below.  Even the work-arounds may fail, because of the GENERAL NETWORK ISSUE described below.  The best procedure is simply to install the programs on your local hard disk.

The two programs install their databases differently.  Wigda06.Viewer comes packaged with the database of Wigda06 information, which is installed in the \data sub-folder under the application's main folder, and accesses that database only.  Wigda06.Editor does not come with a packaged database, but rather is set up to view and edit the shared database on the SWRC network.


.NET FRAMEWORK 2.0 INSTALLATION

The program install process will check to see if.NET Framework 2.0 is installed on your computer. If it is not, the installer will direct you to the Microsoft website to install the Framework, then will continue with program installation.  If you cannot connect to the internet to install the Framework, the install will fail.  If this happens, we recommend that you manually install the Framework from the Microsoft website, then try again to install Wigda06.


CODE SECURITY ISSUE:

Wigda06 is a Microsoft .NET Framework 2.0 application.  By default, installations of the .NET Framework do not allow the execution of programs that reside on a network, rather than on the local machine.  They only allow execution of local programs (programs files that sit on a local drive) unless the security system has been deliberately altered.  This is a built-in part of the Code Access Security system.  

(1) RECOMMENDED  SOLUTION:  
Install the program on your computer.  The .NET Framework security system allows execution of local applications by default.  This is the best choice for Wigda06 Viewer because it is designed to be a stand-alone program.  It is also the easiest because it only requires you to install the program and accept the default local drive folder for the program files.

(2) DISCOURAGED SOLUTION:  (SWRC does not recommend this solution.)
Change the .NET Framework Code Access Security settings on your computer to allow the execution of non-local programs.  Specifically, you would need to change the intranet settings.  Wigda06 installation does not make this change for you, because many organizations require that the security settings remain in their default condition and making the change by definition weakens security.  In some organizations, it is not even possible for regular users to change these settings.  It is not a good choice for Wigda06 anyway, because although you could then install Wigda06 on the network and run the network copy from your computer, no one else would be able to run the network copy from their computer unless they also made the changes to the security settings  on their computer.  Not much would be gained.


HELP FILE ISSUE

Wigda06 comes with a compiled help file, Wigda06.CHM.  Recently, Microsoft changed the security settings on their platform to make it impossible (without changing the security setup) to access CHM files stored on a network drive, so if you install Wigda06 on a network drive you will probably not be able to see the help file.

Microsoft Security Update 896358 makes it impossible to view CHM files that are stored on a network drive (as opposed to CHM files stored on your own computer). The help file will appear, but instead of the topic text you will see an error message "this page cannot be displayed".  Details of the changes and possible work-arounds are at:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/896358

(1) RECOMMENDED  SOLUTION:  
Install the program on your computer.  The help file will be installed on your local disk along with the program files, and you will be able to access it normally.

(2) DISCOURAGED SOLUTION:  (SWRC does not recommend this solution.)
It is possible to alter the security settings on your computer to allow you to access a help file on a network drive.  Some instructions for doing this can be found at:

http://www.helpscribble.com/chmnetwork.html

If this solution does not work for you, additional information is available at: 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/896358


GENERAL NETWORK ISSUE

After installing some of the 2007 Microsoft updates, some computers fail to recognize that a local network drive is part of the local in_TRA_net and treat it as if it is part of the in_TER_net.  This brings into play more stringent security controls.  The non-solutions below rely in part on your computer being able to tell that the network drive is part of the in_TRA_net and may not function if it can't.  

The best solution is to install the programs on your local drive.  If you try the other solutions, and they don't work, your computer may have this problem.  If you insist on trying to install the program on a network drive, you will have to consult your computer administrator, as solution of this problem is beyond the scope of this Readme file.  



